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Indoor Physical Activities, Games, and Instructor Tips & Tricks

Warm Up/Cool Down
Body Cross
Begin by stepping forward with right foot, shifting weight to
right leg. Bend left knee bringing knee toward chest. Reach right
elbow to touch left knee. Lower leg, stepping left foot forward,
bring right knee toward chest, reach left elbow toward right
knee. Continue alternating arms and legs until intended number
of repetitions or distance is completed.
 
Behind Body Cross
Begin by stepping forward with right foot, shifting weight to
right leg. Bend left knee bringing left heel toward bottom. Reach
right hand behind torso, reaching toward left toe. Release toe,
step left foot forward, bring right heel toward bottom, reach left
hand behind torso toward right toe. Continue alternating arms
and legs until intended number of repetitions or distance is
completed.

Walk on Toes
Walk on Heels
 
Three-step Forward Bend
Begin taking steps forward crossing left over right, then
right over left with each step. Every third step, bend over
reaching for toes.
 
Frankenstein Walks
Start standing with feet together, arms out front. Step
forward, kicking left leg forward, reaching right hand
toward left toe. Keep knee straight. Step forward, kicking
right leg forward, reach left hand toward right toe.
Continue until desired distance is covered.

Mindfulness
Alphabet Stretch
Starting with the letter “A”, go through the alphabet making  the shape of  each letter with body. Choose upper or lower
case, or a combination.  Add in academics: ask the group to name a word that starts with each letter as you perform it.
 

Exercises & Games In 'Place'
Race in Place
Instruct participants to jog, run, and sprint in place
without moving forward, backward, or side-to-side.
 
Rock, Paper, Scissors
Use the exercise version of this classic game to
encourage individual thinking. This can be played as a
large group, instructor vs. participants, or in pairs,
participant vs. participant. Explain traditional rock, paper,
scissors, but instead of using hand signals, you will use
different exercises. Rock will equal lunge, paper equals
plank, and scissors equals jumping jacks. Instructor
stands with their back to participants and participants
stand with their backs to instructor. The entire group
calls out “rock, paper, scissors, shoot”. On the word
“shoot” everyone jumps and turns face to face choosing
lunge, plank, or jumping jacks. Participants that match
the instructor participate in the next round. Participants
that chose incorrectly perform their selected exercise for
the next round.

Air Jump Rope
Stand with feet hip width apart, arms at side as if holding
jump rope handles. Jump and rotate arms as if jumping rope
 
Air Soccer Dribbles
Stand with feet hip width apart, hands on hips. Balancing on
left leg, bring right leg up, bend and rotate knee out to right
as if tapping foot to side of a soccer ball. Hop from left foot to
right foot. Bring left leg up, bend and rotate knee out to left as
if tapping side of a soccer ball.
 
Body Bop-It
Participants will pretend to play the “Bop It” game, using their
bodies to follow the instructions. Demonstrate and then call
out the following commands. Kick it- children kick it in front of
them (ensure they are in their own space first!) Twist it- jump,
twisting their bodies half way around then back. Spin it-
children turn around. Pull It- imagine they are pulling two
levers down from above their heads to low squat. Bop it- jump
it the air.
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Group Games
Alphabet Race
Separate participants into groups of teams and instruct
each team from a single file line. Select one volunteer
from each line to stand across the exercise space, these
volunteers become alphabet officials. On the “go” signal,
the first participant from each line will run across to the
alphabet official. The “runner” must say a word that begins
with the letter “A” for alphabet official’s approval before
running back and returning to the end of their team’s line.
The next team member must say a word that begins with
the letter “B”. Once a team reaches the letter “Z” all team
members must sit down to demonstrate they have
finished. The first team seated wins!
 
Animals in Action
Participants will use movement to act as different
animals. For example, crabs, gorillas, lions, bunnies, dogs,
snakes, birds, etc..

Crazy Car Drivers
Participants pretend that they are driving a car and following
the rules of the road. The instructor will call out different traffic
conditions for the participants’ reaction. Encourage them to
watch out for friends and avoid car crashes or they will be
towed.

Green light = run fast
Yellow light = walk slow
Red light = stop
Raining = wave arms as wipers
Under a bridge = crouching 
Up hill = lean back, march
Down hill = lean forward

 
Cardio Freeze Tag
This game is played like traditional freeze tag, but with a cardio
twist. Designate two to four participants as “taggers”. The
taggers will run (or hop, skip, gallop) to tag other participants.
If a participant is tagged, instead of standing frozen, they will
perform jumping jacks (lunges, squat jumps, etc.), until
someone other than a tagger comes to unfreeze them.

Exercise Shipwreck
In your exercise space designate a front of the boat, back of the boat, and sides of the boat. Call out locations or actions for
participants to follow. Swab the deck– squat. Walk the plank- hold plank position. Man overboard- balance on one leg, arms
out. Deadbug- lie on back, arms, and legs up in the air. Life raft - find two friends and pretend to row a life boat. The last few
participants to perform action or get to the location are considered “out” for one round.
 

Space & Safety
The following phrases and techniques can be used to help kids play safe in a variety of environments. 

Slow It Down - in place of running
during tag-like or large group games,
instruct participants to skip, hop, or
gallop to slow the pace of the game
and reduce collusions.

"Put on the Brakes" - remind kids
to put on the brakes before
running into walls, one another, or
specified stopping points.  Make a
brake screeching sound for added
emphasis. 

"Find Your Tiles" - in spaces that have
10x10 or 12x12 tile flooring, instruct
participants to "Find their tiles".  They
must find their own square of four
tiles and stand where all four of their
tiles meet in the middle.  Tiles cannot
be shared with other participants.

Cafeteria
If tables can be moved - establish
rules and boundaries so
participants don't get too close to
tables.
 
If tables can't be moved - perform
exercises in a follow the leader
style to make a "path" between
and around tables.  Choose Games
In Place.
 
Race in Place game can even be
played in a seated position, as a
short brain break activity to get
the wiggles out.  Run, ski, bunny
hop can all be performed seated.

Long Hallway
Locomotive exercises  can be
performed in a long oval line. 
 
Participants can divide into two lines
and stand on long sides of the
hallway for "In place" activities so
instructor can move up and down
hallway in a cleared center aisle. 
 
Use Slow It Down strategies for
group games. 
 
Relay games can be played with four
to six teams.  With teams lined up
across both ends of the hallway and
stopping/turn around point is in the
middle of the hallway.  

Community Spaces
Spot the Dot - use painters tape on
wall or floor to mark where lines can
be formed. 
 
If tape marking aren't allowed use
identifiers on the floor or walls,
posters, door frames, lines in cinder
blocks - be creative!

Check out our FREE monthly Tips & Tricks at www.powerupfitness.net/TipsandTricks. 
 

Games and exercises are from the PowerUp Your School® program. PowerUp Your School is a physical activity program
aligned with academic standards, most commonly used in extended learning programs, PE, summer camps, and active
classrooms.   Programming is available for grade K-8. All bundles include instructor training, ready-use-lessons and
support materials.  For more information email stacy@powerupfitness.net or visit www.powerupfitness.net.


